April Fools’ Day, 2014

(Yikes – April 1 already and I’m only just starting this!)

Dear Family and Friends,
A Very Bhoi Wedding
Cousin B’s paddies, where I am shooting rice pix, are in the district of Ri Bhoi (“Place of the Bhoi” –
the Bhoi being a sub-group of the main Khasi Tribe). The weddings there are quite the show, and we
were invited to attend one. In the days before the wedding a forest is felled for firewood,

and an army of family and friends prepares for the festivities.
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Vast herds, flocks and schools of animals are slaughtered, plucked, sectioned, smoked and cooked,

and a million servings of kwai are prepared, and relentlessly consumed while preparing.
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There are too many cooking techniques to show, but, in two, rice is washed and pounded into flour

and then: either packed into bamboo tubes, which are then roasted over an open fire,

the bamboo then shaved for ease of handling, the cooked rice extracted and sectioned, and prayed over;
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or the pounded rice is made into paste, put in leaves with pork, cooked and then sliced for serving cold.

This was a Christian wedding – many villages in Bhoi are uni-religious where everyone in town is, for
example, Presbyterian – but this particular church had no markings to indicate what denomination it
was. In some ways it was a typical wedding, from the thrown confetti, to the bazillion posed groups,

to the smearing of cake on each other’s face while a thousand cameras click, (Who invented that?!)
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to the obligatory dance by the bride and groom.

But the wedding had some distinctly Bhoi parts. The “greeting” of the Groom’s Party by the Bride’s
Party at a neutral place outside of town and the sharing of tea and some of those cooked rice treats.
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The “march to the church” by the bride below shows several key Bhoi elements. Flower poles, called
Tiew Shad, (meaning “flowers for dancing”) are made by both the Bride's and the Groom's family to be
carried by maternal uncles, significant in the Khasi custom in that, although it is a matrilineal society,
important matters are conducted by the clan uncles or brothers, like the aforementioned meeting of the
Groom’s party. It is also tradition for the paternal grandmother of the bride to buy a new umbrella
which is used to shield the bride from the elements on the way to church. The band whoops it up and
everyone sings (and the twanging of the band, along with the lone female dancer leading the procession
making traditional Bhoi moves heavy in shoulder and arm motion, reminded me of Appalachia).

The “joining” of the two symbols after the church ceremony, the Groom’s having waited at the church.
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The “procession back to the Bride’s” from the church, now with two Tiew Shads leading the way.

The “welcoming of the groom” at the bride’s home.
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A gathering of the families for speeches wrapping up the past, making resolutions about the future.

And since this was a Bhoi wedding, a key Bhoi element is a crazy dance party which must last all night!

(And in my quest for natural beauties, I had to ask the question “Who is that girl!” and as it turns out I
had already gotten to know her during the preparation phase as she toiled over pots and pans without
makeup and her natural beauty and direct gaze had attracted my camera like a magnet.)
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A Very Indian Train Ride
As the Boyz’ winter vacation wound down I realized we hadn’t done anything special for them so we
quickly organized a train trip, which they had never been on, with a planned side trip to Mizoram. An
India train ride holds a special place in my heart as it is a way to sit back and watch the entirety of the
human experience, from birth to death, float by. We spent several days in Guwahati first, arranging
tickets and permits, and the Boyz and we got to see the Dalai Lama.

They saw and touched their first elephant! and played along with Hindus doing their thing…..
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sometimes very noisily!

The Boyz are good Christians and although they dutifully followed my instructions to support the local
economy and buy whatnot and go through the motions at the various Hindu temples, they would flee
in terror when some priest tried to mark their foreheads with a tilak.
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We took a boat ride to visit a temple on an island in the Brahmaputra.

A couple of faces encountered in Guwahati.
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While in Guwahati I took the Boyz to a KFC (when you say Kentucky Fried Chicken here all you get is
a quizzical look) and their Western training is coming along nicely – here, in the aftermath of a too-fatty
and too-salty meal, Sunny, worried about his Ukrainian hryvnia position, is checking on his investment
portfolio, while Bolti is chatting up one girlfriend, while keeping another one on hold!

At one point in Guwahati we found ourselves on the campus of B. Borooah College where Saraswati
Puja festivities were in full swing. All the female students were dressed to the nines and for a while I
was in heaven, surrounded by wondrous women who actually wanted me to take their photographs.
“Take our picture pleeeeease, Uncle!”
“No, take ours!”
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“Over here, Uncle. Take a picture of me!”

“No, me!”

“Uncle!”

Round and round I spun like a Sufi, shooting madly till my camera began to smoke……

AiieeeWahhhhh!

Where was I? Oh yeah, the train ride itself was all it was supposed to be,
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Clunky, slow and smelly, rumbling through back yards you would never normally see. Fun for kids!

On this particular trip we looped northeast from Guwahati to Lumding, changed over to smaller gauge
track and turned south through the rugged Cachar Hills to Silchar. We crossed innumerable bridges,
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and lost count at 30 tunnels.

Clickety-clack. Clickety-clack. We enjoyed the company of fellow travelers, from the ubiquitous snack
sellers chanting out their wares, to these enchanting Hmar women.
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The Boyz were great travel companions, never resting unless utterly exhausted. Experiencing new thrills

and taking hundreds of pictures of anything and everything – they made excellent tourists.
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A Very Cool Tribe
Abul, the young woman who tutors the Boyz in our sitting room every morning is a member of the Adi
tribe, a major tribe inhabiting a big chunk of NE Arunachal Pradesh. She attends College here and was
arranging a return to visit her family after a long absence and she got to talking excitedly about her
tribe’s traditions one night, and Ri and I said, “We’re going with you!” And we did. Adi for the most
part live in thatched roof bamboo homes, raised off the ground. Here’s what a typical exterior and
interior look like featuring a large windowless central hearth space.

Adi-land extends from the Assam plain, like here at Pasighat where the Siang River spreads out after
tumbling from the Himalayan foothills in the background,
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up through the Himalayan foothills,

the Adi’s thatched villages perched picturesquely near ever present tumbling waters,

all the way to the Himalayas and beyond, where some tribal members were cut off and left in China
when the McMahon line was drawn.
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The Adi’s central hearth is where much of the action and conversation takes place. The racks above the
fire are where all the meats are smoked (in the absence of any refrigeration) and veggies dried. I loved
sitting around the fire, watching food and drink prepared, conversations ranging, with people’s faces
looking so lovely in the flickering warm light.

Although routine for them, hanging around the hearth with Adis was as pleasant and enriching an
experience as any traveler could want.
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Adi villages share communal water. Here water for the kitchen is being taken for the trudge back to the
house, and bodies and clothes are being washed.

Here Ri is brushing her teeth and an aunt is doing dishes at the local pipe, while surrounded by at least
four species of livestock. Abundant ever-flowing water, indeed an abundance of everything provided
right there in the surrounding forest - like so many papayas that they are fed to the pigs - leave the
impression that the Adi want for very little in stark contrast to many places in the world.
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We were in Adi-land in time for their annual Unying (Hunting) Festival. After 3 or 4 days in the jungle,
the men return bearing their kills.

And then, with the drinking of much homemade wine, the stay-at-homes are regaled with stories of the
hunt and the greatest hunter is anointed. And even though I was perhaps the worst guest imaginable,
as I refused consistently to drink their homemade wine despite all the pleading, cajoling and demanding,
I was still presented with a big chunk of venison because the Adi are an extraordinarily giving people.
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Adi women rarely sit still. Left, Pooja is milking a cow and right, the ladies are sitting around Pooja’s
kitchen making wine. (The lighting inside Adi houses is interesting as it comes in from the sides and
bottom through cracks in the bamboo.) This particular wine making is a dry fermentation process
where cooked rice is mixed with roasted rice husks and some yeast, and then packed into bamboo
tubes, and after several days water is poured through and wine comes out!

Adi women can usually be found with large loads strapped across their foreheads. Here a young
woman labors up out of the jungle with firewood, one of several trips she took that day, and two others
prepare for a water run using large hollow bamboo tubes.
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And, here’s the best part, when their chores are done Adi women like to dress up and dance!

The dancing starts early, and the homemade wine flows,
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continuing till after dark,

until everyone is dancing

And then the Adi women kick back and admire their wine-fueled handiwork as the men howl and
dance until the wee hours.

So, who is ready to run away right now with me and live in an Adi village!?!
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The above is of course only partly true in that copious amounts of wine did flow and some of the
dancing was spontaneous. Most of the dancing was for the hunting festival where for days troupes of
people go from house to house and perform dances, collecting some small amounts of money at each
stop. Here’s a troupe in Pasighat. One such group performed their dance just for me right in the road!

It was fun to watch Abul re-visit her homeland. With ease she was able to operate all the complex
utensils on the hearth. And everyone’s initial reaction to her was “Abul, you are so thin!”
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Abul turned out to be quite the fashionista – here modeling her spring collection of head coverings:

And she was a very strict tour guide, here telling me to go sit in the bushes with the other animals until
I learned how to behave like a person in the car!
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Of course, that last comment was nonsense. Abul was the greatest of travel companions, always
cheerful no matter how awkward the situation, and a fierce negotiator of any quoted price, here keeping
the boatman honest in the engine room of a ferry crossing the Brahmaputra.

and Ri and I would travel anywhere with her again, especially to Adi-land where her extensive family
was amazingly hospitable.
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Two Very Cool Ways to Cross a River
Adi-land has many rivers and also an absence of bridges. So they solve the problem for vehicles with
crude ferries, basically two boats lashed together with tracks dug out of the river banks down to the
water level, and wood planks used to drive the cars onto the boats.

The solution for foot traffic are suspension bridges across their wild rivers. Many of these bridges are
over a thousand feet long. Here Ri and Abul make the shaky crossing over the Siang to start the trek
up through the forest to Pangi, the village where Abul spent a major part of her childhood.
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Standing on one of these bridges turns out to be a great way to meet people, there being only just
enough room to squeeze by so you gotta share a moment suspended on the gently swaying cables.

Here an Adi hunter, armed only with a bow, shows off his successes.
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Some more shots of these fabulous suspension bridges

At this time of year the rivers are way down, as you can see in the pix, so we can only imagine what a
wild ride it must be when the Siang is in full throated roar, spray soaking you, certain death boiling
below you, the rickety bridge swaying……. I think an entire tour could be fashioned around crossing
as many of these bridges as possible, visiting on foot all the remote villages they connect.

One important thing to remember though as you rubberneck your way across these bridges is to…..
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WATCH YOUR STEP!

A Very Public Hanging
The Adi raise mithun, large unique-to-their-geographic-area beasts. Mithun, unlike water buffalo or
cows, do no work and provide no milk to the Adi. Rather they are raised purely for sacrifice and once
sacrificed, they are eaten.

And the Adi have a unique way of sacrificing their mithun.
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They hang them! By the neck!

Until dead!
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Truly a community effort - from the building of the scaffolding in the morning,
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through the religious ceremonies,

and the actual sacrifice,

to the carving up of the great beast,

and everyone goes home with a share, and everyone (except me and Abul) shares in the wine!
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A Very Long Sumo Ride
Sumo: a type of vehicle produced by Tata. Sumos carry almost everyone and everything everywhere in
India. Every town has its Sumo stands where all trips to anywhere start. Sumo drivers are notorious
for their antics on the road. It is not unusual for a Sumo to carry 22 people – 15 inside and 7 on top!

On our trip to Arunachal Pradesh we spent 8 days and covered about 1,000 kilometers in a single Sumo
on one specific leg of our journey up and down the Siang and the Siyom Valleys. Here a Sumo grinds
up into mist-shrouded rain forest.
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Here our Sumo makes the rickety boarding on to a ferry.

Here’s a view inside a relatively empty passing Sumo. OMG, a one-eyed Sumo driver – you can’t make
this stuff up. Hey, there’s room for to me squeeze in the front!
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And as much fun as we make of Sumo drivers, our lives are always in their hands!

If you are going to travel by Sumo, be prepared for these types of scenes – hoods up, quizzical looks on
faces, the sinking feeling you get when you know an unplanned adventure is just beginning.
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Anil, our 8 day driver, was great – sober, careful, and handy with tools. Here he is washing out the
Sumo in a convenient stream crossing and then looking exhausted after steering that rickety beast with
no power steering, and only one brake at times, over 1,000 km of some pretty terrible roads.

We were lucky to meet some kindred spirits in Mechukha who gave us a ride out from Aalo in AP to
North Lakhimpur in Assam. I show these pix for a couple of reasons: hopefully you will see more of
our new friends in future updates as they really like to travel as much as Ri and I, and they are based
near by, just off the plateau in Guwahati; and also because their car, built in India, was great – unlike
the Sumo jalopies we were used to, this car flew over the potholes without any breakdowns or even any
rattles!
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A Very Lovely System of Gorges
The East, West and Upper Siang Districts of Arunachal Pradesh are drained by two major rivers; the
Siang, a continuation of the Tsangpo which drains much of Tibet and becomes the Brahmaputra in
Assam, runs glacier-fed green; and the Siyom (or Omgo, or West Siang) River which drains the West
Siang District, runs clear as it is not predominantly glacier fed, and joins the Siang near Pangin. This
area and the adjoining Dibang drainage system purportedly hold India’s last tropical rain forest.

We explored up each river as far as we could go. We had hoped to get farther up the Siang than Tuting,
where the gorge becomes more spectacular, but we were stopped by Indian military there.
This is Adi-land, and it is spectacular!
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Tropical rainforest…..

thatched roofs, snow clad peaks…..

the sinuous road hacked through jungle and solid rock, providing thrills at every turn!

The rivers take spectacular 180-degree turns through the folded mountains.
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Climb high enough through entire mountains covered in wild bananas and thatch is replaced by tin
roofs.

The photo ops never stop!

Ladies at a tea stall eyeing the foreigner.
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We were extraordinarily lucky in that on the way up each valley it was the opposite weather that we
experienced on the way down each valley. Here are two shots at the same location several days apart.
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If you go up these gorges far enough there are times when, pooip, you suddenly find yourself out of the
rain forest and in a place that looks a lot like…….Wyoming! What the….?

Except that upon closer inspection, this ain’t Wyomee, because as you get closer to Tibet round these
parts the Buddhist influence grows stronger.
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In Mechukha, all the fruit trees were in bloom and contrasted nicely with the snows on the Hamalayas

Ahhhhhhhhhhh.
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A Very Great Discovery
We have made friends with a group of girls from the village of Nongshken, including Philora, seated
below with binocs and the leader of the gang, the irrepressible Sailora, standing, who wants to come to
America and be a model, and the usually very reserved Lata, here hamming it up with her friends.

We went on an adventure with them to a border haat (market) which only recently had a road cut down
to it, and there was no electricity there yet, so I asked Philora to find me a village with no roads to it,
but something got lost in translation, so I took matters into my own hands, and got on Google Maps in
satellite photo mode, started in Nongshken and looked along the escarpment from there. I discovered
what appeared to be an unnamed village not connected by any roads perched atop the cliff, and having
two spectacular waterfalls plunging in series into Bangladesh. The girls knew generally how to get there,
so we mounted an expedition with them to discover this place.
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The walk to the village along ancient paths through fields of synsar was quite lovely

.
And the people we met along the way were right out of central casting
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We found the village and it was built around fantastical rock formations. One of those rock formations
was holding up the flow of the river forming an unusual large pond above the escarpment, hence the
name of the village is Pungweikyiang which strictly translates to Pond-one-something (I forgot the
word).
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Synsar was being harvested at this particular elevation around the plateau and the harvested synsar was
arranged artfully throughout the village,

People went quietly about their business in this divinely picturesque place where there was no
mechanical noise and the dogs didn’t even yap.
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This is a picture of me, perched on a rock where no foreigners may have ever perched, the upper falls
behind me, where we had picnicked on the ledge, looking very pleased with myself!

(Note: While in the upper Siang and Syiom Valleys, I had noticed snow-capped peaks to my east and
west, as opposed to just to my north where the high Himalaya are. Upon looking at Google satellite
photos I could see high snow-covered ridges extending far south, and upon zooming in I noticed many,
many lakes in the old cirques left behind by melted glaciers. Could those unexplored lakes be the end
of the fishing rainbow? Must find out…..)
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A Very Pretty Face
My quest to document “Natural Beauty” continues, and despite all the potential pitfalls listed in the last
update coming true in predictable fashion – women leaving husbands and me being blamed, for
example – I shall continue this quest.
Liduina is quite fascinating. Barely literate, she has a quality. Just sitting around her little hut, she stuns.

As she rode in the back of the taxi one day the wind blew her hair around, but instead of fussing with it
self-consciously she just let it be and gave my camera that look. Where did she learn this stuff!?!

So, is Liduina’s a face that can launch a thousand ships? At this point it is a face that has launched one
old fat guy in a taxi, but it is a start!
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I must end this here! There is so much more to tell you about this Quarter’s travels, like about the
adventure we had fishing with the Adi where they diverted the flow of the river and then picked up all
the fishes and crustaceans left flopping around on the dry river bed, and cooked some of it on the spot,
and about Brother Spen’s big wing ding at his church,

and our adventure at a border haat, and an update on the Orina remodel, and………..but I have to get
away from this desk and back outside.
Our love and best wishes to you all!

Peter and Rizona
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